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Airhead
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "John Brennan is one of the hardestworking, most patriotic public servants I've ever seen, and our country is better off for it. As president, he
was one of my closest advisors and a great friend. And in his memoir, Undaunted, you'll see why. I hope
you'll read it." —President Barack Obama A powerful and revelatory memoir from former CIA director
John Brennan, spanning his more than thirty years in government. Friday, January 6, 2017: On that
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day, as always, John Brennan’s alarm clock was set to go off at 4:15 a.m. But nothing else about that
day would be routine. That day marked his first and only security briefing with President-elect Donald
Trump. And it was also the day John Brennan said his final farewell to Owen Brennan, his father, the
man who had taught him the lessons of goodness, integrity, and honor that had shaped the course of an
unparalleled career serving his country from within the intelligence community. In this brutally honest
memoir, Brennan, the son of an Irish immigrant who settled in New Jersey, describes the life that took
him from being a young CIA recruit enamored with the mystique of spy work, secretly defiant enough to
drive a motorcycle and sport a diamond earring, and invigorated by his travels in the Middle East to
being the most powerful individual in American intelligence. He details his experiences with very
different presidents and what it’s been like to bear responsibility for some of the nation’s most crucial
and polarizing national security decisions. He pulls back the curtain on the inner workings of the
Agency, describing the selfless, patriotic, and invisible work of the women and men involved in national
security. He also examines the insularity, arrogance, and myopia that have, at times, undermined its
reputation in the eyes of the American people and of members of other branches of government.
Through topics ranging from George W. Bush’s intervention in Iraq to his thoughts on the CIA’s
controversial use of enhanced interrogation techniques to his eye-opening account of the planning of the
raid that resulted in Bin Ladin’s death to his realization that Russia had interfered with the 2016
election, Brennan brings the reader behind the scenes of some of the most crucial moments in recent
U.S. history. He also candidly discusses the times he has failed to live up to his own high standards and
the very public fallouts that have resulted. With its behind-the-scenes look at how major U.S. national
security policies and actions unfolded during his long and distinguished career—especially during his
eight years in the Obama administration—John Brennan’s memoir is a work of history with strong
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implications for the future of America and our country’s relationships with other world powers.
Undaunted: My Fight Against America’s Enemies, at Home and Abroad offers a rare and insightful
look at the often-obscured world of national security, the intelligence profession, and Washington’s
chaotic political environment. But more than that, it is a portrait of a man striving for integrity; for
himself, for the CIA, and for his country.

Modern Monarchy
An American girl goes to an exclusive Scottish boarding school where she becomes the roommate, best
friend, and girlfriend of a royal princess.

In Case You Missed It
This handbook offers health managers, researchers and policy makers a comprehensive and standard
reference for monitoring and evaluating human resources for health. It brings together an analytical
framework with strategy options for improving the health workforce information and evidence base, as
well as country experiences to highlight approaches that have worked. It is a joint publication of the
World Health Organization, World Bank and United States Agency for International
Development.--Publisher's description.

The International Migration of Women
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From Louis XIV, a shoe aficionado of the Baroque Age, to the latest club-hopping progeny of the British
royalty, this colorful survey of aristocratic fashion through the ages will delight royal watchers of every
generation. The wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton helped reclaim the fashion credibility of
Britain's royal family, ushering in a generation of hip but genial personalities that appeal to every age
and station. But royals have been setting fashion trends for centuries. This fascinating overview of
aristocratic icons reaches back to the middle age, and from Europe to the Middle East, to profile the
most renowned promoters of elegance and style ever to don their empires' crowns. Author and royals
watcher Luise Wackerl juxtaposes the fifteenth-century Duke of Burgundy's penchant for black with
Elizabeth I's taste for virginal white. She presents history's first "It Girls": Marie Antoinette, Louisa of
Prussia, Empresses Sisi of Austria and Eugenie of France. She relates how Queen Victoria's sorrow and
propriety transformed her country, and how an impeccably styled American's love for Edward VIII
upended the British monarchy. From the irreproachably elegant styles of Grace Kelly to Lady Diana,
Jordan's Queen Rania to Princess Letizia of Spain we move on to the newest icons, the Princesses
Beatrice and Eugenie of York, whose faces and party antics grace the tabloids on a weekly basis.
Hundreds of photos and a lively text make this irresistible reading for anyone interested in fashion,
royalty, and the lively intersection of both worlds.

The Labor Market for Health Workers in Africa
For the first time, HRH The Prince of Wales shares his views on how our most pressing modern
challenges—from climate change to poverty—are rooted in mankind's disharmony with nature,
presenting a compelling case that the solution lies in our ability to regain a balance with the world
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around us With its holistic approach, this provocative and well-reasoned book takes the discussion of
sustainability and climate change in a new direction. Prince Charles shows how the solutions to problems
like climate change lie not only in technology but in our ability to change the way we view the modern
world. For decades, the Prince of Wales has been studying a wide array of disciplines to understand
every aspect of man's impact on the natural world, and in that time he has examined everything from
architecture to organic farming to sustainable economics. Now, for the first time, he speaks out about his
years of research, presenting a fascinating look at how modern industrialization has led us to a state of
disharmony with nature, created climate change, and pushed us to the brink of disaster. From the rice
farms of India to the prairies of America's corn belt, from the temples of Ancient Egypt to the
laboratories of industrial designers, Harmony spans the globe to identify the different ways that
contemporary life has abandoned the hard-earned practices of our history, a shift that has spurred a host
of social problems and accelerated climate change. Drawing on cases from farming, healthcare,
transportation, and design, the Prince of Wales also offers solutions for change, creating a new vision for
our world, one that incorporates the traditional wisdom of our past with the modern science of our
present to avert catastrophe. In the end, Harmony paints a holistic portrait of what we as a species have
lost in the modern age, while outlining the steps we can take to regain the harmony of our ancestors.
Illustrated with lush, four-color photographs and charts, this intelligent, practical, and well-reasoned
guide is an indispensable weapon in the battle to save our planet.

Small Mistakes, Big Consequences
In this analysis of the global workforce, the Joint Learning Initiative, a consortium of more than 100
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health leaders, proposes that mobilization and strengthening of human resources for health, neglected
yet critical, is central to combating health crises in some of the world's poorest countries and for building
sustainable health systems everywhere. Worker shortage, skill mix imbalance, maldistribution, negative
work environments, and weak knowledge bases challenge nearly all countries. Especially in the poorest
countries, the workforce is under assault by a triple threat of HIV/AIDS, out-migration, and inadequate
investment. Effective country strategies should be launched and backed by international reinforcement.
These include urgently mobilizing one million more health workers for Africa, and focusing efforts on
the unremunerated community-level health workers, the majority of whom are women. Ultimately, the
crisis in human resources is a shared problem requiring shared responsibility for cooperative action.
Alliances for action are recommended to strengthen the performance of all actors while expanding space
and energy for new ones.

Long Live the Queen
MEGHAN MARKLE AND KATE MIDDLETON: The Wives of Windsor - 2 Books in 1 Featuring
*Meghan Markle*Kate Middleton 2 Great Books in 1! Meghan Markle In 2017, American cable
television actress Meghan Markle topped Google's annual list of the most searched actors of the year.
This would be her second year in a row. She bested, for example, the likes of box office record-breaking
Wonder Woman, Gal Gadot, and the living legend herself, multiple Academy Award winner Meryl
Streep. Compared to these two names, Ms. Markle's acting resume is thin. As a matter of fact, for many
people, she seemed to have come out of nowhere. Only a handful of things can propel a person from
relative obscurity to a name in lights. Even little girls all over the world would know the answer to this - a
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dashing Prince Charming must have found his Cinderella against all odds. They will marry in a
beautiful, lavish ceremony before an adoring public and live happily ever after. Kate Middleton In the
lead up to the 20th anniversary of his mother's death, Prince Harry - brother in law to Kate Middleton made some interesting observations about the monarchy. He firstly said that the younger generation of
royals feels that it is their role to modernize the monarchy. In so doing, these royals believe, they will
maintain it's popularity and sustain it's role for doing good. They consider that, by bringing the House of
Windsor into line with 21st century thinking, attitudes and lifestyles, they will enhance their own
standing. In extending the idea of duty and responsibility to Great Britain, to the Commonwealth and,
where possible, the world, he recognized that one day one of the young royals would be monarch
themselves. It was just that, none of them wanted to do it. They knew that they would have to, but just as
hoovering the sitting room or putting out the bins has to be done but is not much fun, it is a necessary
but unappealing job. We can wonder whether this thought was anywhere in the mind of Kate
Middleton, Berkshire lass, when she agreed to marry Prince William? And one day become his queen.

Evaluation of PEPFAR's Contribution (2012-2017) to Rwanda's Human Resources for
Health Program
Herman Hochstadt, or hrh, as he is better known, joined Singapore's civil service in 1960, rising quickly
to the position of principal secretary for Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, and later serving as Permanent
Secretary in key ministries like Finance and Defense. hrh had an unusual ability to inspire those working
for him, and his signature wit and charm are on display in this winning memoir, which deftly weaves
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together stories of his career and some of the key moments of Singapore's development. He begins with
his Eurasian family's history in Singapore, including that of his grandfather, John Hochstadt, who
founded the Singapore Casket Company. He continues through his childhood, detailing an education
that was interrupted by the Japanese occupation, before moving on to his working life, which included
influential positions throughout the public and private sectors. Full of warmth and humor, the lives and
times of hrh traces a life dedicated to public service in Singapore, from its time as a crown colony
through its evolution to the Republic of Singapore.

The Last Taboo
COMPARABLE IN LASTING SIGNIFICANCE to the famous classics The Way of the Pilgrim and
Brother Lawrence's The Practice of the Presence of God, this book records a remarkable spiritual
autobiography. It concludes the saga of Swami Ramdas' pilgrimage, begun in In Quest of God and
continued in In the Vision of God, volume I. Walking in the light of Self-realization, Swami Ramdas
traveled the dusty roads of the Indian sub-continent, from the ancient temples of the South to the aweinspiring, snow-covered Himalayas of the North. He journeyed as a penniless monk, in a Godintoxicated state of total surrender to the supreme will. Using simple but compelling language, Swami
Ramdas recounts his many extraordinary experiences with a serene but loving compassion and a
captivating humor that makes the book a pleasure to read. Swami Ramdas is rightly considered one of
the great saints of the twentieth century. His life gave eloquent example of his central teaching, that
anyone can realize God through surrender to, and constant remembrance of, the Divine. This book
concludes a trilogy chronicling Swami Ramdas' spiritual pilgrimage. The earlier volumes, In Quest of
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God and In the Vision of God, volume I, are also available from Blue Dove Press.

Elizabeth
Every story has a beginning. Discover how Marinette and Adrien, two high school students practically
like everyone else, became Ladybug and Cat Noir, and why Hawk Moth is their sworn enemy. This is
the PERFECT jumping on point for new readers! Based on the Animated Series by Zag Entertainment
Adapted by Cheryl Black and Nicole D'Andria

Our Rainbow Queen
Sub-Saharan Africa has only 12 percent of the global population, yet this region accounts for 50 percent
of child deaths, more than 60 percent of maternal deaths, 85 percent of malaria cases, and close to 67
percent of people living with HIV. Sub-Saharan Africa, however, has the lowest number of health
workers in the world-significantly fewer than in South Asia, which is at a comparable level of economic
development. The Labor Market for Health Workers in Africa uses the analytical tools of labor markets
to examine the human resource crisis in health from an economic perspective. Africa's labor markets are
complex, with resources coming from governments, donors, the private sector, and households. Low
numbers of health workers and poor understanding of labor market dynamics are major impediments to
improving health service delivery. Yet some countries in the region have developed innovative solutions
with new approaches to creating a robust health workforce that can respond to the continent's health
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challenges. As Africa grows economically, the invaluable lessons in this book can help build tomorrow's
African health systems.

The Path to Universal Health Coverage in Bangladesh
The author addresses the topic of love - not only of love of God and love of the neighbour, but also of
family love; friendship; the stages of falling in love; sexual love; extra-marital love; beauty; taste and
much more, all based entirely on the Qur'an. At least one verse from every chapter is cited - and over
one fifth of the total text of the Qur'an is cited.

HRH
THE OFFICIAL BOOK, FULLY ENDORSED BY QUEEN ELIZABETH II From Her Majesty’s
trusted confidant and Dresser Angela Kelly LVO comes a lavishly designed book of never-before-seen
photos of The Queen, Her wardrobe and Her jewels and features intimate anecdotes from Angela’s
25-year career working closely with Her Majesty. A truly unique keepsake and collectors’ item to be
treasured. ‘For the nearly seven decades of her reign, Her Majesty The Queen has used clothing to
create a powerful visual identity that transcends fashion and has made her perhaps the most readily
identifiable person on the planet. Angela Kelly, building on the work of the great designers and milliners
who have worked with Her Majesty through the years – including couturiers Sir Norman Hartnell, Sir
Hardy Amies, and Ian Thomas, and milliners such as Simone Mirman and Freddy Fox – brings her
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own imagination to bear on an iconic ‘uniform’ that suggests continuity and tradition, and ensures
that the wearer is always the most visible person in a room or a crowd.’–Anna Wintour, Vogue When
Angela Kelly and The Queen are together, laughter echoes through the corridors of Buckingham
Palace. Angela has worked with The Queen and walked the corridors of the Royal Household for twentyfive years, initially as Her Majesty’s Senior Dresser and then latterly as Her Majesty’s Personal
Advisor, Curator, Wardrobe and In-house Designer. As the first person in history to hold this title, she
shares a uniquely close working relationship with The Queen. In The Other Side of the Coin, The
Queen has personally given Angela her blessing to share their extraordinary bond with the world.
Whether it’s preparing for a formal occasion or brightening Her Majesty’s day with a playful joke,
Angela’s priority is to serve and support. Sharing never-before-seen photographs – many from
Angela’s own private collection – and charming anecdotes of their time spent together, this revealing
book provides memorable insights into what it’s like to work closely with The Queen, to curate her
wardrobe and to discover a true and lasting connection along the way. ‘The book documents the
unique working relationship between Her Majesty The Queen and the woman who has been her
Personal Assistant and Senior Dresser for more than two decades: Angela Kelly. It gives a rare insight
into the demands of the job of supporting the Monarch, and we gain privileged insight into a successful
working relationship, characterized by humor, creativity, hard work, and a mutual commitment to
service and duty. Angela is a talented and inspiring woman, who has captured the highlights of her long
career with The Queen for us all to share.’ –Samantha Cohen, Assistant Private Secretary to The
Queen (2011–2018)

Love in the Holy Qur'an
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Since 2004, the U.S. government has supported the global response to HIV/AIDS through the
President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). The Republic of Rwanda, a PEPFAR partner
country since the initiative began, has made gains in its HIV response, including increased access to and
coverage of antiretroviral therapy and decreased HIV prevalence. However, a persistent shortage in
human resources for health (HRH) affects the health of people living with HIV and the entire Rwandan
population. Recognizing HRH capabilities as a foundational challenge for the health system and the
response to HIV, the Government of Rwanda worked with PEPFAR and other partners to develop a
program to strengthen institutional capacity in health professional education and thereby increase the
production of high-quality health workers. The Program was fully managed by the Government of
Rwanda and was designed to run from 2011 through 2019. PEPFAR initiated funding in 2012. In 2015,
PEPFAR adopted a new strategy focused on high-burden geographic areas and key populations,
resulting in a reconfiguration of its HIV portfolio in Rwanda and a decision to cease funding the
Program, which was determined no longer core to its programming strategy. The last disbursement for
the Program from PEPFAR was in 2017. Evaluation of PEPFAR's Contribution (2012-2017) to
Rwanda's Human Resources for Health Program describes PEPFAR-supported HRH activities in
Rwanda in relation to programmatic priorities, outputs, and outcomes and examines, to the extent
feasible, the impact on HRH and HIV-related outcomes. The HRH Program more than tripled the
country's physician specialist workforce and produced major increases in the numbers and qualifications
of nurses and midwives. Partnerships between U.S. institutions and the University of Rwanda introduced
new programs, upgraded curricula, and improved the quality of teaching and training for health
professionals. Growing the number, skills, and competencies of health workers contributed to direct and
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indirect improvements in the quality of HIV care. Based on the successes and challenges of the HRH
program, the report recommends that future investments in health professional education be designed
within a more comprehensive approach to human resources for health and institutional capacity
building, which would strengthen the health system to meet both HIV-specific and more general health
needs. The recommendations offer an aspirational framework to reimagine how partnerships are
formed, how investments are made, and how the effects of those investments are documented.

All I Want for Christmas
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Veteran style journalist Elizabeth Holmes
expands her popular Instagram series, So Many Thoughts, into a nuanced look at the fashion and
branding of the four most influential members of the British Royal Family: Queen Elizabeth II; Diana,
Princess of Wales; Catherine, The Duchess of Cambridge; and Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex. Kate
Middleton and Meghan Markle are global style icons, their every fashion choice chronicled and
celebrated. With all eyes on them, the duchesses select clothes that send a message about their values,
interests, and priorities. Their thoughtful sartorial strategies follow in the footsteps of Queen Elizabeth II
and Diana, Princess of Wales, two towering figures known for using their personal style to great acclaim.
With one section devoted to each woman, HRH is a celebration of their stories and their style, pairing
hundreds of gorgeous photographs with extensive research. A picture emerges of the British
monarchy’s evolution and the power of royal fashion, showing there’s always more than what meets
the eye.
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Miraculous
*Picked by the Observer, Stylist and Waterstones as a best non-fiction book for 2020* When was the last
time you listened to someone, or someone really listened to you? This life-changing book will transform
your conversations forever. At work, we’re taught to lead the conversation. On social media, we shape
our personal narratives. At parties, we talk over one another. So do our politicians. We’re not listening.
And no one is listening to us. Now more than ever, we need to listen to those around us. New York
Times contributor Kate Murphy draws on countless conversations she has had with everyone from
priests to CIA interrogators, focus group moderators to bartenders, her great-great aunt to her friend's
toddler, to show how only by listening well can we truly connect with others. Listening has the potential
to transform our relationships and our working lives, improve our self-knowledge, and increase our
creativity and happiness. While it may take some effort, it's a skill that can be learnt and perfected. When
all we crave is to understand and be understood, You're Not Listening shows us how.

Meghan Markle and Kate Middleton
The wardrobe of Queen Elizabeth II, as befits any monarch, is one of exquisite and sumptuous occasion
frocks, dignified hats and coats for state visits and national walkabouts and practical clothes for off-duty
pursuits. At every appearance, her public watch her closely and her outfits always come in for scrutiny
and comment. Published to coincide with her Diamond Jubilee year, this remarkable book takes a fond
look back at the days when her Majesty led the way in terms of fashion, showcasing the best of the
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world’s designers. From the coronation to the present day the Queen has attracted comment, but in
the fifties and sixties particularly she was a style icon, copied and adored. In the 1950s her wardrobe was
characterized by romantic, glamorous, yet practical dresses, with fashionable nipped-in waists and full
skirts. A more tailored silhouette took over in the 1960s. While in the 1970s she embraced a more floaty,
relaxed style to match the feel of the decade. Looking at the fabulous vintage wardrobe of our Queen
tells us much about the times she has lived in as well as a glimpse into the archives of fashion. From the
feminine, intricately embroidered New Look dresses of Norman Hartnell through the more tailored
simplicity of Hardy Amies to the more flowing style of Ian Thomas in the 1970s, the Queen’s
wardrobe has been inspirational in terms of vintage fashion. This sartorial biography charts a woman’s
move from wasp-waisted princess to stately national icon and is a must-buy for the vintage clothes
enthusiast as much as for dedicated followers of her Majesty the Queen.

Undaunted
What if Mr Right was right in front of you all along? Don’t miss the laugh out loud brand-new
romantic comedy from the Sunday Times bestselling author! ‘Swoops you up and fills your heart with
such joy’ Giovanna Fletcher, bestselling author of Some Kind of Wonderful and Eve of Man

Together
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Veteran style journalist Elizabeth Holmes
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expands her popular Instagram series, So Many Thoughts, into a nuanced look at the fashion and
branding of the four most influential members of the British Royal Family: Queen Elizabeth II; Diana,
Princess of Wales; Catherine, The Duchess of Cambridge; and Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex. Kate
Middleton and Meghan Markle are global style icons, their every fashion choice chronicled and
celebrated. With all eyes on them, the duchesses select clothes that send a message about their values,
interests, and priorities. Their thoughtful sartorial strategies follow in the footsteps of Queen Elizabeth II
and Diana, Princess of Wales, two towering figures known for using their personal style to great acclaim.
With one section devoted to each woman, HRH is a celebration of their stories and their style, pairing
hundreds of gorgeous photographs with extensive research. A picture emerges of the British
monarchy’s evolution and the power of royal fashion, showing there’s always more than what meets
the eye.

The Book of Royal Useless Information
Except in schoolboy jokes, the subject of human waste is rarely aired. We talk about water-related
diseases when most are sanitation-related - in short, we dont mention the shit. A century and a half ago,
a long, hot summer reduced the Thames flowing past the UK Houses of Parliament to a Great Stink,
thereby inducing MPs to legislate sanitary reform. Today, another sanitary reformation is needed, one
that manages to spread cheaper and simpler systems to people everywhere. In the byways of the
developing world, much is quietly happening on the excretory frontier. In 2008, the International Year
of Sanitation, the authors bring this awkward subject to a wider audience than the world of international
filth usually commands. They seek the elimination of the Great Distaste so that people without political
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clout or economic muscle can claim their right to a dignified and hygienic place to go. Published with
UNICEF

Migration of Health Workers
From the line of succession to the Queen's corgis, this charming book is a perfect primer on the
fascinating world of British royalty. Full of fun facts and surprising stories to delight longtime enthusiasts
and new fans alike, This Is a Book for People Who Love the Royals digs into all of the aspects of
everyone's favorite monarchy. Uncover the history of British royalty and answers to common questions
-- like how royal titles work, who is in the line of succession, and why the guards at Buckingham Palace
never smile -- as well as deep dives into fashion, jewelry, and other palace perks. Profiles of popular
family members, including Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Princess Diana, Prince William and Kate
Middleton, and more, add personality to this irresistible celebration.

The Motive
From the bestselling author of The Big Book of Useless Information comes the essential compendium of
everything you could ever possibly want to know about the royal family and a little bit more Did you
know that the Queen learned to drive in 1945 when she joined the wartime army but has never held a
driving license? Or that Queen Mary refused to acknowledge the existence of the telephone? Bestselling
authors Noel Botham and Bruce Montague irreverently present everything you never needed but always
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wanted to know about all things royal. So raise the Union Jack, feed the corgis, make yourself a nice cup
of tea, and enjoy this truly mind-boggling collection of totally useless information.

Kensington Palace
The fascinating royal and social history that inspired the second and third seasons of The Crown, from
the show's historical consultant.

Mind is a Myth
A full-spectrum collection of photos of the Queen, paired with illuminating captions explaining each
outfit, spanning nine decades of fashion and every color of the rainbow. This riotously colorful book
takes a photographic journey through Queen Elizabeth II's ten decades of color-blocked style. The
photographs, which span the colors of the rainbow and a century of style, are gloriously accessorized
with captions and commentary by journalist and broadcaster Sali Hughes, who gives fascinating context
to each photo. Readers will learn how the Queen has used color and fashion in strategic and discreetly
political ways, such as wearing the colors of the European flag to a post-Brexit meeting or a pin given to
her by the Obamas to a meeting with Donald Trump. With stunning photographs that span from the
1950s to today, and featuring brilliant colors ranging from the dusky pinks the Queen wore in girlhood
through to the neon green dress that prompted the hashtag #NeonAt90, this must-have collection
celebrates the iconic fashion statements of the UK's longest reigning and most vibrant monarch.
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Royal Style
The current share of women in the world's international migrant population is close to one half. Despite
the great number of female migrants and their importance for the development agenda in countries of
origin, there has until recently been a striking lack of gender analysis in the economic literature on
international migration and development. This volume makes a valuable contribution in this context by
providing eight new studies focusing on the nexus between gender, international migration, and
economic development.

Harmony
'Deliciously funny . . . Irresistible' The Times '[Emily] is so absolutely of the moment. Airhead is a
compilation of her greatest hits . . . hilarious' Evening Standard Woman of the moment Emily Maitlis
gives you a behind-the-scenes look at some of the biggest news stories and interviews of recent years.
__________ In this no holds barred account of life in the seconds before, during and after going on air,
Newsnight presenter, leading journalist, and queen of the side eye Emily Maitlis gives us the insider info
on what we don't get to see on-screen. Giving us the inside scoop on her interviews with everyone from
Emma Thompson to Russell Brand, and Donald Trump to Tony Blair, as well as covering news stories
such as President Clinton's affairs, Boris Johnson's race to PM, Grenfell, #MeToo, and the Paris terror
attacks. Airhead is a brilliant exposé of the moments that never make the news. 'Anyone who has spent
this election campaign shouting at the TV needs a copy in their Christmas stocking. It's funny and subtly
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smart' GUARDIAN, BOOKS OF THE YEAR This edition features THREE new chapters
_____________ Praise for Emily Maitlis: 'We LOVE the Maitlis' Stylist 'She's just a mastermind' Dolly
Alderton on The High Low 'I think people are a bit in love with Emily Maitlis, she's a brilliant
interviewer' Pandora Sykes on The High Low Praise for Airhead: 'She is a superb writer. It is a sort of
greatest hits compilation' Sunday Times 'Excellent' Guardian 'A wonderfully sane book for our
unhinged times' Simon Schama 'Fascinating' Mail on Sunday 'Smart, funny and brilliantly told'
Elizabeth Day 'Revelatory, riveting and frequently hilarious. A joy from beginning to end' James
O'Brien 'Absolutely irresistible' Jeremy Vine

The Other Side of the Coin
Small Mistakes, Big Consequences is a lighthearted look at the top 16 business mistakes that people
make without realizing the potential consequences. Learn how to identify these common character
mistakes that can make or break your relationships. Avoid making these mistakes yourself and learn how
to work with and manage these personality types.Discover how to: - Be perceived as sincere and
trustworthy- Empower your team for greater success- Help team members take accountability for their
actions- Encourage others to listen to your perspective- Present your best, most professional selfSmall
Mistakes, Big Consequences is filled with simple, actionable business tips to help you succeed. It's your
guide to navigating the speed bumps on the road to the corner office.

Sorted
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For more than 200 years the younger members of the British royal family – including future monarchs
– have lived at Kensington Palace, alongside royal aunts and uncles, distant cousins and assorted
aristocratic eccentrics. Kensington Palace has been the scene of countless bizarre events – here, for
example, the young Queen Victoria was held a virtual prisoner for eighteen years; and it was from
Kensington Palace that Queen Caroline ran the country while her husband George II moved his
pictures around. In more recent times, Kensington Palace was famously the scene of Charles and
Diana’s nightmare marriage and Charles’s serial adulteries. But then Kensington Palace has a long
history of royal philandering. George II installed his wife and mistress in the palace, for example, and
made his mistress sleep in a room so damp there were said to be mushrooms growing on the walls. And
then there were the eccentrics. George III’s sixth son, Augustus, Duke of Sussex, became a virtual
recluse at the palace. He collected hundreds of clocks and mechanical toys, thousands of early Bibles and
dozens of songbirds that were allowed to fly freely through the royal apartments. Today, the palace is
home to the future King William and his wife Catherine, and until recently home to the newly married
Duke and Duchess of Sussex, Harry and Meghan. The palace has been described as a royal menagerie,
a hive of industrious freeloaders, an ant heap and even a lunatic asylum.Tom Quinn takes the reader
behind the official version of palace history to discover intriguing, sometimes wild, often scandalous, but
frequently heart-warming stories.

Working with Americans
The adoption by WHO's Member States of the Global Code of Practice in the International
Recruitment of Health Personnel, and the implementation of it by so many countries, represent two of
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the biggest steps in recent years towards solving the shortage of health-care workers around the world.
The countries' response has been a momentous achievement. Now, a third big step is being taken with
the publication of this book. It underlines WHO's unwavering commitment to supporting the
implementation of the Code and provides a wide range of detailed examples from the countries
themselves of how they are tackling the many complex issues involved. It provides not just numerous
insights into progress but also gives other countries valuable guidance and recommendations on how
they, too, can implement the Code. Countries are encouraged to learn from the shared experiences,
domestic solutions and multi-lateral cooperation described in this book, and move ahead to support and
advance the Code's aspirational principles. By doing so, they also strengthen the campaign towards
Universal Health Care - a campaign that requires innovative solutions to the health workforce shortage
in order to be successful. The crux of the Code is the development of human resources for health
through all aspects of education, improved retention and fair recruitment practices while encouraging
technical collaboration and financial support. WHO is playing a leading role in these initiatives and
stands ready to assist all its Member States in implementing the Code. We strongly recommend this book
to health policy-makers and decision-takers in governments, nongovernmental organizations and other
partners and stakeholders, including civil society. They will find it an indispensable guide to a better
future for health-care personnel and the people they serve.

This Is a Book for People Who Love the Royals
What if the love of your life was your best friend's girlfriend, and you were the one that set them up? 'A
hilarious and heartwarming festive treat' Heidi Swain 'So funny, sweet, warm and fuzzy' Clodagh
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Murphy When Nick loses his job and is dumped by his glamorous but demanding girlfriend, he is forced
to grudgingly accept work as a Santa at a local Christmas grotto. As his friends are getting married or
promoted, Nick spends his days being terrorised by unfriendly elves and cried on by snotty, spoiled
children. Then he meets 4-year-old Alfie. All Alfie wants for Christmas is for his mum, Sarah, to be
happy again. Moved by the boy's selfless wish, Nick arranges a date between Sarah and his best friend,
Matt. But as Sarah and Alfie become part of all their lives, Nick realises that happiness for Sarah and
Matt might mean heartbreak for himself. A hilarious and heartwarming Christmas romance from the
author of The List, perfect for fans of Beth O'Leary's The Flatshare and Marian Keyes' Grown Ups.
READERS ARE LOVING ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS 'Will have you laughing out loud' *****
'I'd have given it 10 stars if I could!' ***** 'Impossible to put down' ***** 'A funny, fuzzy, festive feast of
a book!' ***** 'Absolutely perfect escapism' *****

Handbook on Monitoring and Evaluation of Human Resources for Health
For the first time, step behind palace doors to unlock the little-known secrets behind the Queen's
remarkable self-preservation and continued radiance. Extensively researched and delightfully revelatory,
it's the story of how one strong queen can make stronger, happier, healthier subjects of us all.

The Lives and Times of Hrh
"Bangladesh is committed to achieving universal health coverage (UHC) by 2032; to this end, the
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government of Bangladesh is exploring policy options to increase fiscal space for health and expand
coverage while improving service quality and availability. Despite Bangladesh's impressive strides in
improving its economic and social development outcomes, the government still confronts health
financing and service delivery challenges. In its review of the health system, this study highlights the
limited fiscal space for implementing UHC in Bangladesh, particularly given low public spending for
health and high out-of-pocket expenditure. The crisis in the country's human resources for health
(HRH) compounds public health service delivery inefficiencies. As the government explores options to
finance its UHC plan, it must recognize that reform of its service delivery system with particular focus on
HRH has to be the centerpiece of any policy initiative."

What Kind of Woman
Photographer Chris Jackson has been by the Royal family's side on domestic visits and overseas tours for
the past fifteen years, resulting in an unparalleled photographic archive of the evolving British Royal
family. Occupying a front-row seat to history, Jackson's assignments have taken him to the four corners
of the Earth to document the extraordinary breadth and devotion of the Royals to causes such as cancer
research, mental health, and HIV awareness in Africa. In his own words in captions and texts, he reveals
the magic as well as the logistics of what it's like to photograph the Royal family. The result is this unique
collection of photographs of the modern British Royal Family the archive of this multi-award winning
Royal Photographer and current Royal Photographer of the Year. From the modern-day fairy tale of the
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge's wedding to the births of Prince George and Princess Charlotte and
their soon-to-be new sibling to Prince Harry and Meghan Markle's historic marriage to countless Royal
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tours in between, this book presents the British Monarchy and Queen Elizabeth II, its most enduring
icon, through the lens of one of its most trusted photographers. Whether it's Prince George's first day of
school, the Duchess of Cambridge playing cricket in Mumbai, or the Invictus Games, Jackson records
moments both large and small with a warmth and sincerity that has made him a media standout.
Organized by theme, from State Occasions to Charity works to a typical year in the Royal Diary, this
book celebrates fifteen years of the Royals in intimate portraits of a singular family's role on the world
stage at a unique moment in time.

You’re Not Listening
Togethercelebrates the power of cooking to connect us to one another.In the aftermath of the Grenfell
Tower fire, a group of local women gathered together to cook fresh food for their families and
neighbours.Over the chatter and aromas of the kitchen they discovered the power of cooking and eating
together to create connections, restore hope and normality, and provide a sense of home. This was the
start of the Hubb Community Kitchen.Togetheris a storybook of this West London community,
showcasing over 50 delicious recipes from the women of the Hubb Community Kitchen and including a
foreword by HRH The Duchess of Sussex.The women invite you to make their favourite simple dishes many handed down over generations - from the Middle East, North Africa, Europe and Eastern
Mediterranean for you and your loved ones.Every dish tells a story of history, culture and family, and
each has been developed to use few ingredients and easy methods so that anyone can cook these
personal recipes.Togetherfeatures mouthwatering recipes including Green Chilli and Avocado Dip,
Coconut Chicken Curry, Aubergine Masala, Persian Chicken with Barberry Rice, Caramelised Plum
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Upside-Down Cake, Spiced Mint Tea and lots more.This stunning charity cookbook is a homage to life,
friendship and togetherness.

The Crown
An Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller If you want your breath to catch and your heart to stop, turn
to Kate Baer.--Joanna Goddard, Cup of Jo A stunning and honest debut poetry collection about the
beauty and hardships of being a woman in the world today, and the many roles we play - mother,
partner, and friend. "When life throws you a bag of sorrow, hold out your hands/Little by little,
mountains are climbed." So ends Kate Baer's remarkable poem "Things My Girlfriends Teach Me." In
"Nothing Tastes as Good as Skinny Feels" she challenges her reader to consider their grandmother's
cake, the taste of the sea, the cool swill of freedom. In her poem "Deliverance" about her son's birth she
writes "What is the word for when the light leaves the body?/What is the word for when it/at last,
returns?" Through poems that are as unforgettably beautiful as they are accessible, Kate Bear proves
herself to truly be an exemplary voice in modern poetry. Her words make women feel seen in their own
bodies, in their own marriages, and in their own lives. Her poems are those you share with your mother,
your daughter, your sister, and your friends.

HRH
Anybody who has ever done business with Americans can testify that there are more differences than
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similarities between Americans and most business cultures in the rest of the world. There are differences
in cultures, values, etiquette and even common business language
which is quite often, well,
uncommon. When it comes to building relationships and doing business deals with Americans,
understanding and appreciating these behaviors, culture and business manners is vital to success.
Everybody wants to work with people they relate to, who they believe they can trust -- and ultimately
who speak my language . Working with Americans not only illuminates why Americans think and
operate as they do, but also shows what you can do to play to your US colleagues preferences and
business practices. This is the guide to understanding Americans in business, their culture and thinking
which will make you a more informed and confident manager and envoy. With confidence enhanced,
you can be more relaxed, have fun, and focus on building lasting, profitable relationships.

Her Royal Highness
Shay was still angry but shrugged nonchalantly as if to say, it’s not that big of a deal. “So, what am I
wrong about?” “You’re not going to want to hear this, but I have to tell you anyway.” Liam
paused before finishing. “You might be working hard, but you’re not doing it for the company.”
“What the hell does that mean?” Shay wanted to know. Knowing that his adversary might punch him
for what he was about to say, Liam responded. “You’re doing it for yourself.” New York Times bestselling author Patrick Lencioni has written a dozen books that focus on how leaders can build teams and
lead organizations. In The Motive, he shifts his attention toward helping them understand the
importance of why they’re leading in the first place. In what may be his edgiest page-turner to date,
Lencioni thrusts his readers into a day-long conversation between rival CEOs. Shay Davis is the CEO of
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Golden Gate Alarm, who, after just a year in his role, is beginning to worry about his job and is
desperate to figure out how to turn things around. With nowhere else to turn, Shay receives some hardto-swallow advice from the most unlikely and unwanted source—Liam Alcott, CEO of a more successful
security company and his most hated opponent. Lencioni uses unexpected plot twists and crisp dialogue
to take us on a journey that culminates in a resolution that is as unexpected as it is enlightening. As he
does in his other books, he then provides a straightforward summary of the lessons from the fable,
combining a clear explanation of his theory with practical advice to help executives examine their true
motivation for leading. In addition to provoking readers to honestly assess themselves, Lencioni presents
action steps for changing their approach in five key areas. In doing so, he helps leaders avoid the pitfalls
that stifle their organizations and even hurt the people they are meant to serve.

Ma'am Darling
A GUARDIAN BOOK OF THE YEAR * A TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR * A SUNDAY TIMES
BOOK OF THE YEAR * A DAILY MAIL BOOK OF THE YEAR 'An original, memorable and
substantial achievement' TLS'A masterpiece' Mail on Sunday'I honked so loudly the man sitting next to
me dropped his sandwich' ObserverShe made John Lennon blush and Marlon Brando clam up. She
cold-shouldered Princess Diana and humiliated Elizabeth Taylor. Andy Warhol photographed her. Jack
Nicholson offered her cocaine. Gore Vidal revered her. John Fowles hoped to keep her as his sex-slave.
Dudley Moore propositioned her. Francis Bacon heckled her. Peter Sellers was in love with her. For
Pablo Picasso, she was the object of sexual fantasy. "If they knew what I had done in my dreams with
your royal ladies" he confided to a friend, "they would take me to the Tower of London and chop off my
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head!" Princess Margaret aroused passion and indignation in equal measures. To her friends, she was
witty and regal. To her enemies, she was rude and demanding. In her 1950's heyday, she was seen as
one of the most glamorous and desirable women in the world. By the time of her death, she had come to
personify disappointment. One friend said he had never known an unhappier woman. The tale of
Princess Margaret is pantomime as tragedy, and tragedy as pantomime. It is Cinderella in reverse: hope
dashed, happiness mislaid, life mishandled. Combining interviews, parodies, dreams, parallel lives,
diaries, announcements, lists, catalogues and essays, Ma'am Darling is a kaleidoscopic experiment in
biography, and a witty meditation on fame and art, snobbery and deference, bohemia and high society.
'Brown has been our best parodist and satirist for decades now Ma'am Darling is, as you would expect,
very funny; also, full of quirky facts and genial footnotes. Brown has managed to ingest huge numbers of
royal books and documents without losing either his judgment or his sanity. He adores the spectacle of
human vanity' Julian Barnes, Guardian

Human Resources for Health
An unflinching and endearing memoir from LGBTQ+ advocate Jackson Bird about how, through a
childhood of gender mishaps and an awkward adolescence, he finally sorted things out and came out as
a transgender man in his mid-twenties. When Jackson Bird was twenty-five, he came out as a
transgender to his friends, family, and anyone in the world with an internet connection. Assigned female
at birth and raised as a girl, he often wondered if he should have been born a boy. Jackson didn’t share
this thought with anyone because he didn’t think he could share it with anyone. Growing up in Texas
in the 1990s, he had no transgender role models. He barely remembers meeting anyone who was openly
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gay, let alone being taught that transgender people existed outside of punchlines. In this “soulful and
heartfelt coming-of-age story” (Jamia Wilson, director and publisher of the Feminist Press), Jackson
chronicles the ups and downs of growing up gender confused. Illuminated by journal entries spanning
childhood to adolescence to today, he candidly recalls the challenges and loneliness he endured as he
came to terms with both his gender and his bisexual identity. With warmth and wit, Jackson also
recounts how he navigated the many obstacles and quirks of his transition––like figuring out how to
have a chest binder delivered to his NYU dorm room and having an emotional breakdown at a Harry
Potter fan convention. From his first shot of testosterone to his eventual top surgery, Jackson lets you in
on every part of his journey—taking the time to explain trans terminology and little-known facts about
gender and identity along the way. “A compassionate, tender-hearted, and accessible book for anyone
who might need a hand to hold as they walk through their own transition or the transition of a loved
one” (Austin Chant, author of Peter Darling), Sorted demonstrates the power and beauty in being
yourself, even when you’re not sure who “yourself” is.

In the Vision of God
This is a scathing critique of contemporary spirituality by one of its most unusual figures. In a world in
which spiritual techniques, teachers, concepts, and organisations are legion, U G Krishnamurti stands
nearly alone in his rejection of it all: the natural state is a causal: it just happens. The author does not
equate the natural state with enlightenment, which he describes as an illusion created by our culture. He
states emphatically that one can do nothing to attain the natural state.
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